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1 Introduction

Incentives are key drivers of human interactions - not only in the market place but also

in diverse non-market settings, ranging from crime to marriage and family. Consistently

highlighted in the works of Becker (Becker, 1993), this insight has not only influenced eco-

nomic theory but also empirical research methods. For example, incentivizing individuals

in economic experiments is seen as indispensable for observing behavior in the laboratory

that is consistent with behavior in actual environments (Smith and Walker, 1993; Fellner et

al., 2013). Despite the similarly heavy reliance on simulated environments, incentives have

been largely missing from stated preference non-market valuation methods. Eliciting truth-

ful values of goods and services that are non-marketed is challenging. Yet, this is precisely

the area in which information about monetary values is most valuable as it helps determine

the type and scope of public and quasi-public good provision. In this paper, we examine the

role of financial incentives in the non-market valuation of projects that yield both private

and public benefits.

We conduct personal interviews with a randomized sample of almost 1000 individuals to elicit

their preferences for the non-market benefits of local water management. Our experimental

strategy combines a discrete choice experiment with a field experiment to test the effect of

providing financial incentives on stated preferences. A randomly determined subset of the

respondents is incentivized with earned or endowed cash before choosing among alternative

water management projects that vary in the provision of public and private benefits and

in their costs. Prior to the choice task, respondents in the treatment group are informed

that one of their choices will be randomly selected at the end of the experiment and the

cost for the associated project will be deducted from their earnings for the benefit of a

specified water management pilot project in their local community. We label this treatment

as the salient treatment as it connects financial incentives to the decisions of the respondents

(Smith, 1982). Respondents in the control group are presented with decisions that follow

the non-incentivised hypothetical protocol. The specific purpose of the salient treatment

is to link the survey instrument to a payment requirement that reflects the stated choices,

thereby ensuring that the coercive payment vehicle is credible.1

The objective of this field experiment is to evaluate two hypotheses that emerge from the

1The randomization of the salient treatment across the survey respondents gives rise to a between-
subject design, which eliminates concerns about hypothetical bias being underestimated due to respondents’
desire to be consistent in their stated and revealed preferences when presented with both, hypothetical and
non-hypothetical protocols (Johansson-Stenman and Svedsäter, 2008).
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mixed evidence on hypothetical bias in total and marginal willingness to pay (List et al.,

2006; Johnston, 2006; Carson and Groves, 2007). First, we test if respondents are more

sensitive to cost and contribute less to the quasi-public good, when faced with direct financial

incentives. In the presence of hypothetical bias, one would expect to reject the null that the

estimates of the marginal utility of income, (the (negative of the) coefficient on cost from

our econometric model), are the same across both treatment and control groups. Second, we

test if the treatment differentially affects the preferences for the public and private benefits

of the good. Provided the existing evidence on marginal willingness to pay for private goods

is transferrable to quasi-public goods, one would expect to see no systematic difference in

preferences across the treatment and control group for the public and private benefits of the

good.

With respect to the first hypothesis, we find that the salient treatment has an economically

and statistically significant effect in aggregate. In particular, the marginal utility of income

increases by 85% for the treated sample as compared with the control. We also find that

the treatment effect is highly heterogeneous; low income households are more sensitive to

hypothetical bias. In contrast, we do not find systematic treatment effects with respect to the

second hypothesis. Preferences for the benefits of the quasi-public good are not statistically

significantly different across the treatment and control groups. Importantly, this result holds

for all types of benefits of the quasi-public good, thereby extending the existing results on

the marginal utility of private benefits being unaffected by hypothetical bias (List et al.,

2006) to public good benefits as well.

Incentivizing respondents by making their choices financially salient is by no means a panacea

for the various problems associated with estimating the extent of hypothetical bias (Carson

et al., 2014). In our setting, an ideal test of hypothetical bias would require that each

participant in the salient treatment receives exactly the benefits of the selected generic water

management option over the period covered by the payment. Providing the full set of projects

described in the choice experiment, however, is not feasible. Rather, our respondents receive

benefits from their contribution to a predetermined pilot water management project. While

this is the closest possible alternative to providing the option itself, this design allows for

competing interpretations of the observed treatment effect. Apart from hypothetical bias,

alternative interpretations of the treatment effect include, treatment-induced incentives to

answer strategically, free riding on the provision of the pilot water management project,

changes to total project costs or individuals’ budget constraints, as well as the effect of the

initial cash endowment.
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We develop a simple theoretical framework of hypothetical bias within the stated preference

setting to formalize the interpretation of our empirical results. This allows us to determine

the extent of hypothetical bias based on a wide set of parameter values in the model. We

conclude that our estimated treatment effect yields strong evidence for the existence and

extent of hypothetical bias in non-market valuation, with a mean hypothetical bias of 61%

over our range of assumptions. In fact, hypothetical bias exists over roughly 95% of the

assumed parameter space.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the relevant literature;

section 3 describes the design of the field experiment and the survey. Section 4 outlines the

theoretical framework and sections 5 and 6 introduce the data and present differences in

the raw choice data; section 7 describes the empirical framework, presents the results and

discusses the treatment effects; section 8 concludes.

2 Literature Review

Our study contributes to the broad literature in economics that has defined and refined

several methods of eliciting values for non-marketed goods. Throughout this process re-

searchers have explored the advantages and disadvantages of different elicitation methods,

the most commonly used method being the stated preference approach. Since the beginning

of this literature, concerns about non-truthful preference revelation have dominated the de-

bate about the reliability and external validity of stated preference surveys (Diamond and

Hausman, 1994; Hanemann, 1994) and these same issues are still disputed today (Kling et

al., 2012; Hausman, 2012). One prominent explanation for non-truthful preference revela-

tion has concentrated on respondents’ behavior when presented with a hypothetical scenario,

while another focuses on the consequentiality and incentive compatibility of the survey in-

strument itself. Critics of stated preference methods term the divergence between stated and

revealed choices “hypothetical bias”.

Hypothetical bias could arise for two reasons. Firstly, respondents regard the implementation

of the project as purely hypothetical; while secondly, they perceive that even if the project

were implemented, they might not be actively involved in paying for it. These two factors can

lead to biases in the estimates of economic values of non-market goods. Numerous laboratory

(Harrison, 2006a,b; Andersen et al., 2006) and field experiments (Cummings et al., 1997; List

et al., 2006) find evidence of hypothetical bias in the most common valuation methods with
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meta-analyses showing that hypothetical willingness to pay (WTP) typically exceeds the

actual value by a factor of two to three (List and Gallet, 2001; Loomis, 2011). Cheap talk

scripts that describe the existence of hypothetical bias have been developed (Cummings and

Taylor, 1999; Ajzen et al., 2004) in an effort to mitigate this bias; however, the cheap talk

fails to completely eliminate divergence between stated and revealed choices.2 In particular,

the inclusion of a cheap talk script is found to be less successful in reducing hypothetical

bias in respondents that have a lot of experience with the good or are experts (List, 2001;

Aadland and Caplan, 2003; Lusk, 2003). Similarly, in a hypothetical voting referendum in

which hypothetical bias was shown to exist, the use of a solemn oath as a commitment device

was found to only partially eliminate this bias (Jacquemet et al., 2016). Thus, there is still

an active debate about the legitimacy of stated preference methods, and potential changes

in the methodology to increase their external validity.

Carson and Groves (2007) and Carson et al. (2014) oppose the concept of hypothetical bias.

They argue that as long as survey questions are consequential, (e.g., the respondent believes

that her answers will potentially influence whether a proposed policy or project is acted upon)

and the respondent cares about the survey outcome, the respondent always has incentives to

answer truthfully.3 A meta analysis by Carson et al. (1996) supports this argument and finds

that WTP estimates from contingent valuation studies are highly correlated and are in the

same range as household production functions or hedonic pricing studies. A recent strand of

empirical studies has examined the importance of consequentiality in contingent valuation of

(quasi-)public goods in settings where the conditions for achieving incentive compatibility are

favorable. These typically involve the comparison of hypothetical and actual voting behavior

in subsequent referenda (Vossler and Kerkvliet, 2003; Johnston, 2006; Vossler and Evans,

2009; Messer et al., 2010; Vossler and Watson, 2013) or experimental tests in the laboratory

of the referendum format using real and hypothetical treatments (Cummings and Taylor,

1998; Taylor, 1998; Vossler et al., 2012). In some studies, even small non-zero probabilities

of influencing the public good outcome are reported as being sufficiently consequential for a

hypothetical referendum to generate outcomes that are statistically indistinguishable from

the results of the actual referendum. This result is encouraging as it suggests that any

positive degree of consequentiality is sufficient for truthful preference revelation in situations

where the public good is well defined and its payment can be coerced. The design of our

survey hence follows accepted practice to ensure the consequentiality for the respondent.

2See Landry and List (2007); Özdemir et al. (2009) for examples of cheap talk scripts.
3The likelihood that the respondent cares about the survey outcome is enhanced if the relevant population

is targeted, and the good or service to be evaluated or its attributes are plausible and are well described
(Carson and Groves, 2007).
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Similarly, the salient treatment allows the respondents to put additional weight on their

preferred choices by “putting their money where their mouth is”, thereby at least weakly

increasing the probability that the survey response influences local water management policy.

An additional argument posed in the literature is that the results of many laboratory and

field experimental tests of hypothetical bias are misleading as they use revelation mechanisms

that are not incentive compatible in theory and/or in their practical application.4 Therefore,

results that appear to provide evidence of the existence of hypothetical bias could simply

be due to the lack of incentive compatibility in the experimental design. By opting for a

choice experiment with a status quo and two alternatives we purposefully selected a format

that is popular for the preference elicitation for the non-market benefits of new projects or

policies. Despite this design not being incentive compatible, it is the same for the control

and the salient treatment and is therefore unlikely to cause differences between stated and

paid choices.

In many field applications policy makers are interested in using stated preference methods

as an instrument to identify the preferred scope and features of a multi-dimensional public

good to be provided in the future. In related work, Vossler et al. (2012) runs an experiment

with a project that is relatively narrow in scope in that the key variables are the number and

locations of planted trees, and the project’s costs and benefits were well defined. Our research

thus expands on the work of Vossler et al. (2012) by testing the role of incentives when

eliciting values for several general benefits of local water management policies. This forces

us to move away from the single binary choice for a well-defined project that Carson and

Groves (2007) argue is most likely to achieve the conditions necessary for eliciting unbiased

estimates of WTP. The lack of a well-defined project and the need to focus attention on

preferences for attributes leads us to use a trichotomous discrete choice experiment. Rolfe

and Bennett (2009) find that including more than two alternatives (at least two options in

addition to the status quo) provides better value elicitation since a dichotomous choice masks

much of the variation in specific alternatives and transforms the decision to being primarily

pro-project or anti-project. Moreover, as incentive incompatibility primarily affects the

scale factor, multinomial choice formats can be expected to provide useful estimates of the

marginal trade-offs between attributes as these are independent of the scale factor (List et

al., 2006; Carson and Groves, 2007). For this reason and in light of the findings on survey

4For example, when the theoretically incentive compatible dichotomous choice format is applied to the
question of making a voluntary contribution to a public good it provides respondents with the opportunity
to answer strategically: respond yes in the hypothetical treatment so as to create an opportunity for free
riding in the future (Carson and Groves, 2007).
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consequentiality, one should expect to find no differences in marginal attribute trade-offs

between hypothetical and real treatments of a consequential multinomial choice survey. The

experimental design in our study allows for a field examination of this argument.

In summary, we take a neutral stance on whether past divergences in stated and revealed

choices are due to hypothetical bias or lack of consequentiality in the survey instrument.

However, by introducing financial incentives into stated choices in a field environment we

provide an important test for the validity of survey instruments. This is particularly so in

settings that need to depart from the single binary choice format.

3 Design of the Field Experiment and the Survey

3.1 Field Experiment

The sequence of the experiment and survey was as follows: Interviewers went to randomly

selected homes, introduced themselves, and asked the householder whether he/she would

be willing to participate in a survey about local water management.5 After confirming the

eligibility requirements (older than 18 years and owner-occupier status), the interviewer

started the survey on an iPad. At this stage, the software randomly assigned the interviewee

into the treatment (“Salient”) or the control group.

The control group immediately started with the choice task, while the treatment group was

allocated randomly by the software to two equal sized groups called “Earned Salient” and

“Endowed Salient”. The “Endowed Salient” group received 1 out of 4 potential endowments

(each with a probability of 0.25): A$30.60, A$39.60, A$42.00, A$53.10.6 The “Earned

Salient” group received an initial endowment of A$30.00 and, before commencing the choice

task, participated in a risk elicitation task based on Holt and Laury (2002). An example of

the decision problem can be found in the Appendix, Figure A.3. The earnings from this game

ranged between A$0.60 and A$23.10 and were added to the respondent’s initial endowment.

The two salient treatments were designed such that the distribution of total earnings would

a priori be comparable in both subsamples. Throughout the remainder of the survey, the

respondent’s money balance was shown on the upper right corner of the screen. The two

5A copy of the introduction letter can be found in the Appendix, Figure A.1. The list of households to
be visited resulted from a random draw from the council’s homeowner database.

6At the time the experiment was conducted, 1 Australian dollar was about 0.96 of the US dollar.
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salient treatments allow us to examine if project choice differs according to the source of the

income obtained (endowed versus earned).7 We do not find any differences across “Earned

Salient” and “Endowed Salient”, so in our analysis we pool the data for the two salient

treatments.8

At the beginning of the choice task the interviewer carefully explained the choice situation

as well as the procedure of the choice task to the respondent (see Appendix, Figure A.4). It

was explicitly mentioned that we were interested in their truthful valuation of the benefits.

Each individual was asked to select their preferred option out of three alternatives in 10

subsequent choice sets. Each choice set contained a status quo that was a scenario with no

changes in the attribute levels with a cost of A$0, as well as two options (Options A and

B) that provide improvements in at least one attribute and always had costs >A$0. These

design features are constant across all respondents and treatments, so that any observed

differences between the control and treatment groups can be attributed to the treatment

effect. We discuss the attributes in the next subsection. In addition, the salient groups

were informed that they would be asked to randomly draw one out of their 10 choices and

that the annual cost of the selected option would be subtracted from their experimental

earnings for the benefit of a predetermined water management pilot project in their local

area. Thus treated respondents’ selections in the choice experiments were directly tied to

financial incentives. The subjects’ final payout was always positive and ranged between

A$0.60 and A$53.10. As per information provided to the salient groups, the total amount

paid by the survey participants was transferred to the respective water management pilot

projects and published in the councils’ newsletters.

3.2 Survey

The survey and the discrete choice experiment were designed to elicit stated preferences

for urban water management in Australia. A random sample of 981 Australian individuals

from four councils in Melbourne, Victoria (VIC) and Sydney, New South Wales (NSW)

metropolitan areas were personally interviewed using iPads. The four councils (Fairfield

7Ideally, we would have asked participants in the treatment group to pay for the cost of their choice
without first receiving a cash endowment, but the field implementation of such a design is problematic.
Section 5.4 discusses potential implications of the initial cash endowment for the interpretation of our results.

8The test statistic of a non-parametric Mann-Whitney test for average cost of selected alternatives across
the earned versus endowed salient treatments is 0.319 with a p-value of 0.75. In several other contexts,
particularly in the laboratory, researchers have found differences in decisions between endowed and earned
treatments. For examples see Cherry et al. (2002); Hoffman et al. (1994) among others.
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[NSW], Manningham [VIC], Moonee Valley [VIC], and Warringah [NSW]) were initially

chosen from a list of 29 Cooperative Research Centre (CRC) partner communities.9 Having

access to the CRC partner councils helped implement the salient treatment as these councils

were inclined towards setting up pilot stormwater management projects in the near future.

Similarly, residents in these councils may be more familiar with local water management

initiatives, aiding the plausibility of our survey. Hence running this survey in the credible

setting of a CRC partner council undertaking the proposed activity, is the best attempt to

provide robust, reliable, and consequential estimates even in the control group.

Among the list of partner councils, we examined several data sources to select councils that

were similar along several important dimensions. First, we selected councils that were sim-

ilar in the local precipitation patterns since we expect climatic factors to affect preferences

for water management.10 Next, we accessed data from the HILDA database and compared

the different councils along a list of demographic characteristics (income, age composition,

percentage of homeowners) as well as by responses to questions about environmental prefer-

ences.11 We selected a subset of four councils, based on their similarity in the most relevant

demographic characteristics. As the objective of the study is to investigate valuation in

stated preference methods, we make no claims of sample representativeness beyond season-

ality, age, and home ownership status of the target population.

The survey was conducted by a professional survey company between March and August

2013.12 Opting for personal interviews as the methodology, instead of phone, mail, or inter-

net surveys, was important because we needed to ensure that the respondents understood

the information and the alternative scenarios presented to them in the choice experiment.

Moreover, the use of an iPad, with its clear visual images of the choice sets and user-friendly

interface aided the respondents’ understanding of the available options, thereby helping to

smooth the effects of varying cognitive abilities on choices.

The survey consisted of three parts: First, an introduction to the study, providing some

9The set of partner communities was established by the Cooperative Research Centre (CRC) for Water
Sensitive Cities, an Australian research initiative funded by the federal government.

10We accessed the daily rainfall statistics for all Australian councils from January 1890 to February 2013
from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. We then compared long-term mean and variance in daily,
weekly, and monthly precipitation between the councils.

11The Household, Income and Labour Dynamics in Australia (HILDA) is a government-funded Australian
household panel study.

12This extended data collection period means that the results are not driven by the seasonality in rainfall
and therefore ensures greater representativeness of the value estimates for rain-dependent attributes. Most
importantly, the length of the data collection period does not adversely affect the field experiment as the
selection of treatments is equally distributed over the sampling period.
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explanation and motivation for the survey (see Appendix, Figure A.1 for the introduction

letter). Second, the choice task to elicit individuals’ WTP for attributes associated with local

water management projects.13 The third part of the survey was a demographic questionnaire,

comprising questions on socioeconomic characteristics and attitudes towards environmental

goods and services.

The attributes were selected in the following way: The CRC holds quarterly meetings of

the key stakeholders involved in water management projects in Australia. These include

representatives of local councils, water authorities and providers, as well as researchers from

various disciplines (engineering, hydrology, climate science, urban studies, economics, law,

sociology, and political science). The audience was divided into small groups, each containing

at least one representative from each stakeholder group.

These small groups were asked to list the 10 most important benefits associated with

stormwater management. The lists were then collected and the following final set of five

attributes was agreed upon in a plenary forum: Reduction in Water Restrictions, Reduc-

tion in Flash Flooding, Improvements in Stream Health, Improvements in Recreational and

Amenity Benefits, and Cooler Summer Temperatures. In the next step the levels for each

individual attribute were defined in collaboration with researchers from the respective dis-

ciplines. For example, the attribute levels for reduction in flash flooding were defined by a

group of hydrologists, engineers, and climate scientists, while levels in the attribute Improve-

ments in Stream Health were defined by a group of hydrologists, biologists, and ecologists.

In the context of water management, many attributes are subject to risk in the sense that

whether or not a promised outcome is achieved also depends on exogenous factors. For

example, while stormwater harvesting may go some way to reduce the need for compulsory

water restrictions, it may not be sufficient to achieve this outcome during a severe drought.

Similarly, investment in stormwater harvesting infrastructure may improve the level of bio-

diversity in the local stream, but the final outcome is subject to a variety of other ecological

factors. In contrast, the costs of investing in stormwater infrastructure are more certain.

Therefore, we allow two attributes, the removal of water restrictions and improvements in

stream health, to be achieved subject to some probability. We frame risk as the probability of

13This part consisted of two choice tasks. The first one (outlined above) evaluates the benefits associated
with stormwater management while the second evaluates attitudes towards alternative sources of water. For
this study only the first choice task is relevant. The treatment (i.e., paying for one choice set) only affected
the first choice experiment. The design and sequence of the second choice task was the same for all 981
participants and its purpose was to explore preferences over alternative water sources. A copy of the second
choice task is available upon request from the authors.
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success rather than the risk of failure. The five attributes were presented to the participants

as the benefits from local water management and were defined as follows:14

Reductions in Water Restrictions range from a status quo scenario with no change (attribute

level 1), to the exemption from less invasive restrictions (level 2), to the exemption from

the most austere restrictions in the local area (level 3). The second attribute relates to the

Reduction in Flash Flooding. Under the status quo (level 1) the average number of flash floods

over a five year period remains the same. Smaller water management projects (level 2) are

able to reduce the frequency of flash floods by half, while larger water management projects

(level 3) are capable of reducing the number of flash floods to almost none. Improvements

in Stream Health account for the fact that urban water management can have a direct

impact on the health of local waterways. The status quo (level 1) is an unhealthy stream

characterized by littered and eroded banks and low species diversity. Moderate improvements

(level 2) are comprised of reduced erosion, no litter, and improved species diversity, whereas

large improvements (level 3) involve the return to a diverse stream community with few

nuisance species. Improvements in Recreational and Amenity Benefits include, for example,

recreational use benefits associated with local water ways such as paddling and swimming

or the use of water for irrigation of local sports grounds and parks. The status quo (level

1) is characterized by rivers that are only fit to paddle, sports grounds and parks that are

dry during extended periods without rain, and street line vegetation (i.e., trees) that is not

watered. Moderate (level 2) recreational and amenity benefits include greener sports grounds

and parks during extended dry periods and permit watering of street line vegetation. High

level benefits (level 3) improve the local waterway quality to being fit for swimming and

increase the amount of street line vegetation. Cooler Summer Temperatures involve either

no change in local summer temperatures under the status quo (level 1) or hot summer days

being 2 degrees C cooler on average as a result of shading from additional trees being planted

and evaporative cooling from artificial water bodies (level 2).

Finally, the Costs for the different projects are presented as additions to the household’s

annual water bill and range from A$0 to A$30.15 Given the current legal framework in

Australia, this payment vehicle is the most likely mechanism to fund stormwater management

projects at the communal level. As a result, only individuals who are owner-occupiers and

therefore responsible for paying the water bill, were interviewed. The selected cost levels

were also endorsed by legal and policy experts as we were interested in presenting realistic

14A more detailed description of the attributes is presented in Appendix A.
15The explanation of the attribute “cost” reads as follows: “These are the costs per household per year

of providing the water management option. These costs would be added to your annual water bill.”
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scenarios that respondents would take credibly. The experiment was designed such that the

respondents in the salient treatment would always earn more than the highest cost in any

choice set. Each respondent was presented with 10 different choice sets that represented

water management projects that varied along five attributes as well as costs.16 The choice

sets were generated using the NGene software package, where the D-efficiency criterion was

applied to a 4x10 block design.

The questionnaire in the third part was designed to collect additional information about

the respondent. A set of questions about the respondent’s experience with the different

attributes, the use of environmental goods, as well as experience with natural hazards is

followed by a number of questions that allow respondents to be categorized into different

types depending on their attitude towards water management (i.e., their concerns for water

quality and biodiversity in and around the waterways). A set of demographic controls con-

cludes the questionnaire. Among these are an income variable, collected in intervals (based

on the HILDA classification) as well as a self-reported categorization into low, medium, and

high income. Both, the sequence and the content of the choice task and the questionnaire

were the same across all 981 participants.

Before going into the field, interviewers were carefully briefed and trained by the authors.

The fieldwork commenced with two rounds of pilot studies. The first round was conducted

with a group of 10 employees from Manningham and Mooney Valley City Councils (VIC)

who volunteered for the study. Of the ten volunteers, one had professional experience in

local water management. The pilot was supervised by one of the authors as well as a trained

social psychologist, who interviewed the volunteers before and after they completed all survey

components to evaluate the overall survey design (i.e., wording, length, information content)

as well as the cognitive demands of the survey. The revised version of the survey was field

tested with randomly selected homeowners living in Warringah council (NSW,) before rolling

out the final version.

4 Theoretical Framework

In order to provide theoretical structure to the problem of hypothetical bias we develop a

stylized model of incentives in a stated preference setting. Our starting point is a random

utility model (McFadden, 1973) of householders’ choices over a set J of local water man-

16Figure A.2 in the Appendix provides an example choice set within the explanation document.
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agement options, including the status quo and its alternatives. The utility U of individual i

from choosing water management option j in choice occasion t is given by

Uijt = Vijt + εijt, (1)

where Vijt is a function of the observable characteristics of water management option j and

εijt is a random component. In this framework, individual i chooses the water management

option that yields the highest level of utility with probability

πijt = Pr(Yit = j) = Pr(Uijt > Uiht) : ∀ : h 6= j

= Pr(Vijt + εijt > Viht + εiht) : ∀ : h 6= j.
(2)

A standard empirical application of this model involves Vijt to be some deterministic function

of its components17

V = βX − βcC, (3)

where β is a vector of preference parameters associated with the different levels of each

attribute, X, of the water management option and βc is the marginal utility of income,

MUI . Costs are described to the respondent as an increase to the annual water bill, so

that C represents the lifetime payment obligation of a water management alternative. The

marginal rate of substitution of income for an improvement in attribute x1, also known as

the marginal willingness to pay, is given by

MWTPx1 =
MUx1
MUI

=
βx1
βc
. (4)

This deterministic specification cannot accommodate hypothetical bias, as any systematic

effects from the hypothetical nature of the survey and its payment mechanism on utility are

ignored.

To illustrate the channels through which we expect our salient treatment to work, we propose

an alternative framework that explicitly allows for hypothetical bias in its simplest from.

The hypothetical nature of the survey is described by the probability pp < 1, which is the

respondent’s subjective probability that the preferred water management alternative will be

implemented. In isolation, pp < 1 does not give rise to hypothetical bias in willingness to

pay estimates. Instead, hypothetical bias arises purely from the respondent’s belief that

the probability of having to pay for an implemented water management alternative is less

17In what follows, the subscripts i, j and t are dropped for ease of exposition.
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than one, pc < 1. This setup is consistent with the empirical result that hypothetical bias

primarily affects the scale term (List et al., 2006), causing a gap in the estimates of marginal

utility of income in stated and revealed preference settings. If subjects believe that the

preferred alternative is implemented with some probability pp < 1 and the payment upon

implementation is coerced with probability pc < 1, the expected utility from selecting a

particular water management alternative is E [U ] = E [V ] + ε, where

E [V ] = ppβX− pppcβcC; (5)

and where pppc is the joint probability of an alternative being implemented and its payment

being fully coerced. Allowing for the hypothetical nature of the survey and its payment mech-

anism in this way decreases the marginal utility of income compared with the deterministic

case:

MUUC
I = pppcβc < MUI = βc, (6)

where the superscript UC refers to uncertain costs. Similarly, the marginal willingness to

pay for an improvement in attribute x1 is given by

MWTPUC
x1

=
ppβx1
pppcβc

=
βx1
pcβc

> MWTPx1 . (7)

Equations (6) and (7) show that the hypothetical bias manifests itself in the form of a lower

marginal utility of income, causing the marginal willingness to pay for each attribute to be

inflated by 1
pc

.

We envisage the saliency treatment to operate via two channels. Firstly, requiring the

respondents to pay for the selected choice in the survey makes the coercive payment vehicle

credible: the subjective probability of having to pay for an implemented water management

alternative is pc = 1 for respondents in the salient treatment. Secondly, one needs to account

for the potential distortion that is introduced as a result of the payment going towards a pilot

project instead of the selected alternative. A respondent who selects a water management

option other than the status quo incurs the disutility from having to pay one year’s worth

of the cost of this selected alternative. However, the benefits associated with this selected

alternative may be imperfectly matched with the marginal increase in the pilot project

benefits that result from the payment made. Expressed formally, E [V] for respondents in

the treatment group is equal to

E [V] = ppβX − ppβcC − βc
C

N
+ γβg

C

N
, (8)
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where N is the number of years the respondent believes her or she would have to pay for

the selected alternative. The coefficient βg is the marginal utility from the provision of the

pilot project and C
N

represents one year’s worth of payment for the selected alternative.

This payment benefits the pilot project at rate γ, with γ < 1, γ = 1 and γ > 1 indicating

respectively decreasing, constant and increasing returns to scale. Equation (8) gives rise to

a marginal utility of income for the treatment group equal to

MUT
I = ppβc +

βc
N
− γβg

N
. (9)

The substitution of a pilot project for the selected water management alternative, albeit

necessitated by practical considerations in the field, makes a clean empirical test of hypo-

thetical bias difficult. Both the estimated marginal utility of income for the control group

and for the treatment group, respectively described by equations (6) and (9), contain unob-

servable parameters. The relative treatment effect on the marginal utility of income, θ, is

derived from

ppβc +
βc
N
− γβg

N
− pppcβc = θpppcβc (10)

and given by

θ =
1

pc
− 1 +

1

pppcN

(
1− γβg

βc

)
. (11)

Equation (11) shows that the magnitude of the treatment effect is a function of hypothetical

bias, 1
pc
− 1, the marginal benefit cost ratio from the pilot project, γβg

βc
, and pppcN , which is

the number of years one expects to have to pay for the selected alternative, conditional on it

being implemented and its payment being coerced. Specifically, greater payment uncertainty

(lower pc) increases the treatment effect. A favorable benefit-cost ratio from the pilot project(
γβg
βc

> 1
)

depresses the treatment effect while an unfavorable ratio
(

0 ≤ γβg
βc

< 1
)

reinforces

it. If
(
γβg
βc

= 1
)

, there is no distortion from the introduction of the pilot project and the

observed treatment effect is entirely due to hypothetical bias. Using equation (11) it is

possible to partially identify the hypothetical bias that is implied by the observed treatment

effect over the permissible range of parameter values.

5 Data

We commence with the presentation of the descriptive statistics of our data set. Panel (a) of

Figure 1 shows the income distribution in the sample. Many individuals refused to provide
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detailed information about their income, but did provide information on their general income

category as seen in panel (b) of Figure 1. Since income is an important driver in our main

results, we focus on the general income categories to avoid losing a considerable proportion

of the data. Moreover, the respondents’ perception of which income category they fall into is

perhaps a more appropriate determinant of their WTP for an improvement in environmental

quality. This captures their subjective income and likely incorporates their gross income

relative to household expenses. Bertrand and Mullainathan (2001) find subjective data is

useful at explaining behavior across individuals, as it is being used in our context.

Figure 1: Income in the Sample
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In addition to standard demographic data, we ask questions about environmental preferences

and activities that are likely to affect the willingness to contribute to a water management

project. These questions include whether individuals engage in nature activities (Nature), if

they are currently facing watering restrictions (Restrictions), their concern for water quality

(Water Quality), if they think a flash flood is likely or if they have experienced a flood (Flood)

recently and whether they are concerned about increasing summer temperatures (Summer

Heat). Some of these variables have multiple levels that we collapse into binary indicators

that represent a natural division of the variable of interest.18 This saves degrees of freedom

in the estimation while still incorporating important information into the regressions. Table

1 displays the means and sample sizes of demographic and attitudinal variables for both

the treatment and control group. In order to test the balance across observables, Table 1

also shows the difference in means and the p-value from a non-parametric Mann-Whitney

18For example, an indicator for concern over water quality takes on a value of one if the answer to the
question of whether there is a need to be concerned over water quality was “very much reason” or “quite a
lot of reason” and is set equal to zero if the responses are “not very much reason” or “no reason at all”.
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test. The randomization procedure achieves excellent balance on observables, with only the

variable Summer Heat being significantly different. An F-test for joint equality of means

across treatment status cannot be rejected at the 10% level.

Table 1: Balance on Observables

MeanC NC MeanT NT Difference p-value
Low Income 0.25 603 0.25 313 -0.00 0.9849
Medium Income 0.66 600 0.63 312 0.03 0.3179
High Income 0.09 603 0.13 313 -0.03 0.1209
Age 55 647 53 332 1.75 0.1060
Female 0.46 647 0.48 334 -0.03 0.4378
Nature 0.38 647 0.36 334 0.02 0.5220
Restrictions 0.24 647 0.21 334 0.03 0.2231
Water Quality 0.37 605 0.38 315 -0.01 0.7503
Flood 0.31 630 0.33 323 -0.02 0.4976
Summer Heat 0.50 640 0.59 333 -0.09 0.0112
Joint Significance 0.1324

Notes: The columns shows the means and samples sizes for relevant demographic and attitudinal variables
for both the salient group and the non-salient group, as well as the difference in means and the p-value for
a non-parametric Mann-Whitney test. All variables except age are indicator variables and the means are
sample proportions, and age is measured in years.

6 Nonparametric Choice Analysis

We first examine differences in the cost of selected alternatives between the treatment and

control groups for subsections of the sample. By examining the raw choice data we can

observe if there are differences in behavior between the treatment and control groups. In

particular we focus on the cost of alternatives that respondents select since treatment pri-

marily impacts the sensitivity to cost. The decisions for each respondent are likely to be

highly correlated so we average the costs of selected alternatives across all choice sets for

each respondent to examine differences in average costs across treatment assignment with the

respondent as the unit of observation.19 This allows us to exploit the randomization with-

out imposing distributional assumptions on the preference parameters in a discrete choice

19We perform two robustness checks for the analysis of the average costs of selected alternatives. First, we
use median costs instead of average costs. Second we regress the costs of selected alternatives on treatment,
which captures the panel structure of the data. The regressions also control for differences in the costs of
projects presented to the respondents, though the average presented project costs do not vary substantially,
taking on values of A$17, A$17.75, and A$18.25 in the different choice set blocks. The results are consistent
in terms of both magnitudes and statistical significance so we focus on average costs of selected alternatives.
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model. Since the treatment and control groups receive the same choice sets, variation in the

attributes is differenced out.

The panels of Table 2 present several specifications of the average choice decisions. Each

panel shows the means for the variable of interest across treatment status, samples sizes for

each group, the difference in means, and the p-value from a non-parametric Mann-Whitney

test.20 Panel (a) shows the effect of treatment on the average selected cost by income level.

For the whole sample the treatment group chose projects that cost A$0.63 less than the

control, representing approximately 5% of the average cost, and the Mann-Whitney test

rejects equality of the two distributions at the 10% level. This shows a noticeable treatment

effect even at a highly aggregated level.

We further analyze the average selected cost by respondents’ income to assess heterogeneity

in the treatment effect. The salient treatment primarily affects decisions for low income

respondents whose average selected alternative costs A$1.74 lower compared to the control,

a 14% difference that is statistically significant at the 5% level. Medium income households

receiving the treatment select slightly cheaper alternatives and the high income households

actually choose more expensive alternatives, although neither difference is statistically signif-

icant. Since the treatment actually induces the high income group to select more expensive

projects we also restrict the sample to low and medium income; and the Mann-Whitney test

rejects the null of equal distributions at the 5% level. To put the differences we observe into

context, in a meta-analysis List and Gallet (2001) find that respondents overstate willing-

ness to pay by a factor of three. Thus, relative to previous studies, the differences in chosen

costs between the treatment and control groups are smaller, yet the differences in certain

subgroups are statistically significant.

We envision the salient treatment working on two margins: the extensive margin represents

the probability of choosing some positive payment over the status quo, which has zero cost.

The intensive margin reflects the cost of a selected project conditional on paying some non-

zero amount. Panel (b) shows the effect of treatment on the probability of selecting the status

quo option separated by income group. The results show small differences in the probability

of choosing the status quo across treatment for all income levels; the whole sample and low

income subsample are significant at the 10% level while tests for the other subsamples cannot

reject the null. The signs are consistent with the results for the pooling both margins as

presented in panel (a).

20The distribution of costs is bi-modal due to a mass at zero which represents the status quo and therefore
a t-test that assumes normality is not appropriate.
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To investigate the effect on the intensive margin, we restrict the sample to decisions where the

respondent did not choose the status quo. Conditional on selecting a project that offers some

improvement, we test for the impact of treatment on the cost of the selected alternative. The

results, displayed in Table panel (c), show that all groups decrease the conditional size of the

project, which is the expected result. In particular, the high income subsample, conditional

on non-zero contributions, select cheaper projects if the resulting costs are immediately paid

by the respondent.21

Next we examine other demographic and attitudinal variables that we expect to drive differ-

ences in selected costs between the treatment and control groups. Panel (d) shows the differ-

ences in average selected costs by treatment across several demographic variables. Treated

respondents who engage in nature and have children do not reduce their average selected

costs. These groups have stronger preferences for water management as evidenced in ex-

ploratory analysis where both of these variables reduce the probability of selecting the sta-

tus quo. This is consistent with the hypothesis that these groups are already predisposed to

value the benefits of water management and the monetary treatment does not affect their

average selections. Of all the demographic variables, the treatment has the largest difference

across gender, with women reducing their average selected cost by A$1.49. This result is

intriguing because on average female respondents are less likely to choose the status quo op-

tion. So while the treatment magnifies the effect of low income respondents choosing cheaper

alternatives, treatment mitigates the effect of women choosing more expensive alternatives.

Concern for water quality has a smaller and insignificant reduction in average selected cost

for those in the treatment group.

We also test for endowment effects by comparing the average selected cost in the treatment

group among different levels of the initial endowment.22 None of the differences in means

are statistically different from each other and there is no monotonic relationship between the

endowment and the difference in selected costs. In the next section we estimate a discrete

choice model to investigate the impact of treatment on preference parameters.

21This finding is consistent with the interviewer effect that respondents want to please the interviewer
and not appear stingy. So when respondents from high income households know they are paying with their
own money they are more likely to contribute, but at lower levels. Only 9% of the sample are high income
so we lose substantial statistical power for hypothesis tests of this subgroup.

22Table A.2 in the Appendix shows the difference in average selected cost for the salient group separated
by the initial endowment.
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Table 2: Cost of Selected Alternatives Across Treatment Status

(a) Income Level

Control NC Treatment NT Difference p-value

All 13.76 647 13.13 334 0.63 0.0939
Low Income 12.71 148 10.97 77 1.74 0.0411
Medium Income 14.24 395 13.90 195 0.34 0.3616
High Income 15.14 57 16.01 40 -0.87 0.7468
Low & Med Income 13.63 590 12.74 294 0.89 0.0498

(b) Income: Probability of choosing status quo

Control NC Treatment NT Difference p-value

All 0.22 647 0.25 334 -0.03 0.0924
Low Income 0.28 148 0.36 77 -0.08 0.0724
Medium Income 0.19 395 0.21 195 -0.01 0.7206
High Income 0.13 57 0.10 40 0.03 0.3137
Low & Med Income 0.23 590 0.27 294 -0.04 0.1034

(c) Income: Intensive margin contribution

Control NC Treatment NT Difference p-value

All 16.72 505 16.36 253 0.36 0.1259
Low Income 16.60 109 15.35 48 1.24 0.0826
Medium Income 16.85 316 16.61 156 0.24 0.2464
High Income 16.85 48 16.50 38 0.35 0.5535
Low & Med Income 16.70 457 16.34 215 0.37 0.1711

(d) Demographic variables

Control NC Treatment NT Difference p-value

Nature 14.80 244 14.75 119 0.05 0.8033
Children 13.83 204 13.83 121 -0.00 0.7542
Female 14.21 295 12.65 161 1.56 0.0471
Water Quality 15.74 224 15.15 120 0.58 0.1478

Notes: The columns show the average cost of selected alternatives for the Treatment group and the Control
group as well as the difference in means and the p-value from a non-parametric Mann-Whitney test. The
rows designate different subsections of the sample across key demographic variables.

7 Regression Framework

7.1 Econometric Model

In the random utility model described by equations 1 and 2, if it is assumed that εijt follows

a type I extreme value distribution then the choice probabilities can be modeled in the logit
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specification shown in equation 12.23

Pr(Yit = j) =
exp(Vijt)∑
h∈J exp(Viht)

(12)

In our setting, the respondents select one of three alternatives from each choice set, requiring

a model that accommodates multiple categories. Based on the results of a Hausman test

(Hausman and McFadden, 1984) we reject that the IIA assumption on restrictions of substi-

tution patterns holds in our setting and therefore eliminate the standard multinomial logit

as a valid econometric model. Our preferred specification is the mixed logit (MXL), which

McFadden and Train (2000) show can accommodate any set of substitution patterns.24 Ad-

ditionally, the MXL model is popular in the applied literature estimating WTP from discrete

choice experiments; see among others Revelt and Train (1998); Greene and Hensher (2003);

Hensher et al. (2005); Balcombe et al. (2011). The MXL also allows for individual level

heterogeneity by estimating a distribution of parameters across the individuals in the sam-

ple. The mixed logit has random coefficients and the probability that respondent i selects

alternative j for choice t is

Pijt =

∫
exp(X ′ijtβ)∑
h∈J exp(X ′ijtβ)

f(β|θ)dβ. (13)

The choice probabilities of the MXL model therefore are weighted averages of the observable

component of utility. The weights are determined by the density f(β|θ), where θ are the

distributional statistics such as the mean and variance that are estimated from the data.

There is no closed form for the parameters in the model and therefore the estimates are

approximated through numerical simulation (Train, 2009).

7.2 Regression Results

The results from the base regression can be found in column (1) of Table 3. The level of

each attribute is modeled as a dummy variable equal to one if that attribute-level is present

for a given alternative within a choice set. We pool flood-never and flood-half as well as

recreation-high and recreation-medium. The first set of parameters under the heading Fixed

23As is common practice in empirical analyses, the cost of the alternative, Cjt, is preceded by a positive
sign in the function to be estimated; the marginal utility of income is therefore the parameter defined by
−1× βc.

24We also estimate a nested logit with the nests as the status quo and the two non-status quo options
that produces similar results.
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Coefficients displays the fixed coefficients followed by the means of random parameters under

the heading Random Coefficients. All random parameters are normally distributed and the

corresponding standard deviations are presented in the second section of Table 3.25

In order to preserve space, the standard errors are not presented in Table 3, rather we only

display significance levels based on standard errors clustered at the respondent level. Table

A.4 in the Appendix presents the full set of results with standard errors. The attributes

are all modeled as random parameters and the mean of the distribution for each attribute

has the expected sign with the exception of flood protection.26 It is important to note the

substantial heterogeneity in preferences for both the attributes and cost, as evidenced by

the large standard deviations. Respondents prefer a water management alternative to the

status quo, all else being equal.

Columns (2) - (4) in Table 3 include interaction terms with the treatment under the heading

Treatment Interactions (Fixed), which are modeled as fixed coefficients. The interaction

of cost and treatment shows how the treatment impacts the respondents’ sensitivity to

the project cost, also interpreted as the marginal utility of income. We only present the

interaction with cost, but models that replace the interaction terms with status quo yield

similar results. Additionally, the interaction of treatment and cost captures changes on

both the extensive and intensive margin because the status quo option always has a zero

cost. The interaction term in column (2) is negative and both statistically and economically

significant. The treatment effect is similar in magnitude to the mean of the cost coefficient,

indicating that the estimated marginal utility of income increases by approximately 85% in

the treatment group. Since willingness to pay is inversely scaled by the marginal utility of

income, higher estimates for the marginal utility of income reduce the willingness to pay in

the treated group relative to the control.

We test the heterogeneity in the treatment’s impact on the estimates of marginal utility by

income level to build on our results in Section 6. Similar to the raw choice data we find

that in magnitude the treatment effect is largest for the low income group, and the point

estimate for the high income respondents is positive. While none of the treatment effects by

income subgroup are statistically significant on their own, the low and high income groups’

25Note that both the means and standard deviations are parameters to be estimated and therefore there
are standard errors associated with both sets of parameters.

26One explanation why flood protection may not be desirable for respondents is that this refers to flash
floods as opposed to large scale flooding. Many consumers are likely to undertake averting behavior through
the purchase of private goods such as flood insurance, elevated housing, and sandbags. Thus they may not
see a role for their local council in reducing the likelihood of flash floods.
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are statistically different from each other (p-value = 0.06). One reason why it is difficult

to investigate treatment heterogeneity with respect to cost in a mixed logit model is that

we need to include substantially more interactions with the cost attribute; consequently, the

standard errors on the treatment interactions with the low and high income respondents are

roughly twice as large as the base treatment effect (see Table A.4).

In our setting there was no specific project to be built, and the primary focus was estimating

values for the benefits that various stormwater management projects could provide. The

econometric analysis thus far (Columns [1] - [3] of Table 3) has implicitly assumed that

the response to the treatment is independent of the attributes in the choice set and only

impacts the decisions related to program cost. Our second hypothesis tests this assumption

by examining if the treatment changes preferences for the attributes.

We test for treatment effects within the attributes of the choice set by interacting the salient

treatment dummy with each attribute. We find that most of the signs are insignificant

except for medium stream health, which is significant at the 10% level. A Wald test for

joint significance of the interaction terms fails to reject the null at the 10% level. With the

exception of stream health, our results that the treatment does not have an effect on most

attributes are in line with our second hypothesis and also consistent with the finding of List

et al. (2006) that marginal willingness to pay for attributes is not susceptible to hypothetical

bias. While List et al. (2006) only examined a private good, our setting must be viewed

in the context of valuing attributes of a quasi-public good that provides different types of

benefits. The fact that most preferences for attributes are statistically indistinguishable

across treatment status provides evidence that the treated respondents’ focus is on the

attributes of the proposed water management alternatives and not on the attributes of the

pilot project.27

27Since the pilot project has fixed attributes, respondents in the treatment group may be indifferent to
attributes in the choice set.
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Table 3: Cost and Treatment Interactions

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Base Cost Cost*Income Attributes

Fixed Coefficients & Means

Fixed Coefficents

Status Quo -0.8935∗∗∗ -0.9056∗∗∗ -0.9986∗∗∗ -0.8943∗∗∗

Low Income*Cost -0.0330∗∗∗

High Income*Cost 0.0148

Random Coefficients

Cost -0.0283∗∗∗ -0.0214∗∗∗ -0.0178∗∗∗ -0.0260∗∗∗

Flood Protection (Both) -0.1573∗∗∗ -0.1498∗∗∗ -0.1658∗∗∗ -0.1376∗∗

Restrictions 3,4 0.3034∗∗∗ 0.3087∗∗∗ 0.2987∗∗∗ 0.3022∗∗∗

No Restrictions 0.2394∗∗∗ 0.2594∗∗∗ 0.2549∗∗∗ 0.2680∗∗∗

Stream Medium 0.2400∗∗∗ 0.2362∗∗∗ 0.1986∗∗∗ 0.3134∗∗∗

Stream High 0.2811∗∗∗ 0.2764∗∗∗ 0.2295∗∗∗ 0.3165∗∗∗

Recreation (Both) 0.0137 0.0142 0.0192 0.0151

Temp -2 0.0858∗∗ 0.0694∗ 0.1060∗∗ 0.0946∗

Treatment Interactions (Fixed)

Cost*Treatment -0.0182∗∗

Cost*Treatment*Low Income -0.0226

Cost*Treatment*Med Income -0.0092

Cost*Treatment*High Income 0.0182

Flood (Both)*Treatment -0.0420

Restrictions 3,4*Treatment -0.0039

Restrictions None*Treatment -0.0796

Stream medium*Treatment -0.2317∗

Stream High*Treatment -0.1227

Recreation (Both)*Treatment 0.0395

Temp -2*Treatment -0.0189

Std. Dev.

Random Coefficients

Cost 0.0980∗∗∗ 0.0980∗∗∗ 0.0968∗∗∗ 0.0973∗∗∗

Flood Protection (Both) -0.2695 0.2448∗ 0.2971∗∗ -0.3555∗∗

Restrictions 3,4 0.7856∗∗∗ 0.7622∗∗∗ 0.6431∗∗∗ 0.7947∗∗∗

No Restrictions -0.5625∗∗∗ -0.5770∗∗∗ 0.4806∗∗∗ -0.5662∗∗∗

Stream Medium 0.5751∗∗∗ -0.5900∗∗∗ 0.4749∗∗∗ 0.5529∗∗∗

Stream High -0.1873 -0.2474 -0.1873 0.3913∗∗∗

Recreation (Both) 1.0642∗∗∗ 1.0624∗∗∗ 1.1164∗∗∗ 1.0580∗∗∗

Temp -2 -0.5817∗∗∗ -0.5678∗∗∗ -0.4512∗∗∗ -0.5934∗∗∗

BIC 17,633.62 17,639.31 16,503.22 17,685.85

AIC 17,511.43 17,509.94 16,346.64 17,513.35

Observations 9,774 9,774 9,110 9,774

Individuals 981 981 912 981

Notes: This is a mixed logit model with random coefficients. All random coefficients are normally
distributed. The heading under Fixed Coefficients & Means and Std. Dev. represent estimates
of the fixed coefficients along with the means of the random coefficients and standard deviation
respectively. Fixed coefficients only have an estimate of the mean. Significance levels are based on
standard errors clustered at the respondent level, which are omitted to save space and are available
in Table A.4. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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7.3 Interpretation of Treatment Effects

The theoretical framework laid out in Section 4 permits a closer examination of the observed

difference between the control and treatment groups and its underlying causes. The key

question is to what extent this observed treatment effect is due to the existence of hypothet-

ical bias within the control group. Solving equation (11) for 1
p
− 1 yields the expression of

hypothetical bias,

HB =
θ + 1

1 + 1
ppN

(
1− βgγ

βc

) − 1, (14)

as a function of the observed treatment effect, θ = 0.85, and some additional parameters.

While unobservable, these parameters have clearly defined parameter spaces. The probability

that a selected alternative will be implemented is by definition 0 ≤ pp ≤ 1. Similarly, we

limit the range of the benefit cost ratio of the pilot project to 0 ≤ βgγ

βc
≤ 1, thus containing

only values that translate into treatment effects of the same sign as the one observed in

this study.28 Finally, the number of years one expects to pay for the implemented water

management alternative is defined as N > 0, from which N = 10 is selected for the base case

analysis. Shorter, N = 5, and longer, N = 15, periods are subject to a sensitivity analyses.

Following equation 14, we can derive the magnitude of the hypothetical bias that is implied

by the observed treatment effect and for given values of the unbserved parameters. Figure

2 is a three dimensional plot of implied hypothetical bias plotted along the z-axis, with

implementation probability plotted along the y-axis and the benefit-cost ratio of the pilot

project plotted on the x-axis. Figure 2 shows that, over the majority of the parameter space,

the magnitude of the treatment effect we observe can only be explained by the existence

of hypothetical bias. Overall, the calculated mean hypothetical bias is around 60%, with

a maximum value of over 80%. The region in which other factors than hypothetical bias

account for all of the observed treatment effect is very small, making up only about 5% of

the assumed parameter space.29 Our results also suggest that hypothetical bias exists for

respondents with subjective probabilities of a selected alternative being implemented above

8%. Thus for a large range of parameter values our observed treatment effect provides strong

support for the existence of hypothetical bias.

28This is in the interest of investigating cases that could provide alternative explanations for the observed
treatment effect than the existence of hypothetical bias. In contrast, the case

βgγ
βc

> 0 implies that the
hypothetical bias is greater than the observed treatment effect.

29The region of zero implied hypothetical bias shrinks to 3%, when N = 15, while the implied mean
hypothetical bias across the entire parameter space increases to 68%. These estimates are 11% and 48%
respectively for N = 5. The graphs for N = 5 and N = 15 are available in the Appendix.
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Figure 2: Hypothetical Bias

Notes: Magnitude of hypothetical bias that is implied by our empirical results, for N=10 and for the range
of values of the remaining parameters in equation 14. The height (z-axis) is the magnitude of hypothetical
bias in percentage terms and is also designated by a color scale. The probability of the selected water
management alternative being implemented (pp) ranges from 0 to 1, and the benefit-cost ratio for funding
the pilot project (γβg/βc) ranges from 0 to 1.
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In the interest of completeness we now turn to other features of our experimental design

that could potentially lead to differences in the control and treatment groups. One of these

relates to the potential effects of the initial cash endowment on the respondents’ choices.

First, respondents could consider the initial endowment as additional income, affecting the

respondents’ budget constraints. This effect would be relatively more important for low

income households. However, a laxer budget constraint should lead to a greater WTP

among treated lower income households and not, as we observe, a reduction in WTP. Second,

respondents might consider the cash endowment as house money, which they value less than

their personal income. If respondents value endowed money less than earned money, we

should see a difference between the “Endowed Salient” and the “Earned Salient” groups.

However, there are no statistically significant differences in the contributions between those

sub-groups. More importantly, a house money effect in our setting would manifest itself in

the form of a lower aggregate cost sensitivity of respondents in the treatment group, while

we find the opposite effect. In this context our results can be interpreted as a lower bound.

The treatment could be considered a donation to the pilot project and may induce an

incentive to free ride. This effect would be captured in our theoretical framework as free

riding respondents would have a low value for the marginal benefits from their contribution

to the pilot project. However, as shown in Figure 2, only in the most extreme cases of low

benefit-cost ratios from the pilot project in conjunction with low implementation probabilities

would free riding be a sufficient explanation for the observed treatment effect.

Alternatively, the treatment could affect the incentive compatibility of the survey design.

For example, wealthier respondents in the treatment group might perceive that relatively

poorer respondents in the treatment group are even more unlikely to opt for any positive

change due to the relatively higher costs induced by the treatment. Therefore, they might

act strategically and opt for a less costly option to influence the aggregate outcome. We do

not find this in our data as treatment does not increase sensitivity to cost for high income

respondents. However, it is difficult, if not impossible, to account for all the potential effects

on strategic behavior.

We find these alternative explanations less plausible than those that are explicitly accounted

for in our theoretical framework. Although we cannot fully discount that some of the treat-

ment effect may be due to channels outside this stylized framework, the evidence of the

existence of hypothetical bias is compelling and should be considered by policymakers who

are concerned with distributional effects of projects with non-market benefits. In particular,

if low income households, who generally have lower WTP, overstate their WTP, a uniform
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tax increase based on average WTP will exacerbate the negative welfare effects on the low

income population.

8 Conclusion

Truthful revelation is often considered the Achilles’ heel of valuation methods for non-market

goods. This paper presents an innovative methodology to address this issue in the field by

incentivizing survey respondents’ choices over variants of a quasi-public good. To examine

the effectiveness of this approach we combine a discrete choice experiment to evaluate the

benefits of water management projects in Australia with a field experiment. The door-to-

door survey with 981 individuals took place in 2013, where a group of respondents were

randomly assigned a salient treatment. The treatment group received monetary incentives

prior to the actual choice task. One of their choices was then randomly selected and the

cost associated with this choice was deducted from their initial monetary endowment. The

money collected from the respondents was used to implement a water management project in

their community. The treatment therefore ensures that the payment for the good is realized,

hence improving salience in the cost of stated choices.

We find an economically and statistically significant treatment effect in aggregate. It in-

creases estimates of the average marginal utility of income by 85%, with larger effects for

low income respondents. A stylized utility framework in a stated preference setting allows

us to examine the role of hypothetical and other treatment-induced mechanisms in inter-

preting the treatment effect. We find evidence of hypothetical bias in 95% of the permissible

parameter space, inflating the marginal utility of income on average by about 60%, which

is less than half the magnitude of previous estimates (List and Gallet, 2001). While other

mechanisms, not explictly accounted for in the theoretical framework, may also contribute

to differences across treatment status, we find these explanations less compelling.

The results suggest that incentivizing choices reduces hypothetical bias in stated preference

studies, particularly in those that warrant a multinomial discrete choice format. These are

increasingly popular in a wide range of settings, and are important when utilizing the survey

results for scoping or refining features of a public goods project. The saliency method can

help to separate the wheat from the chaff, and improves our understanding of the true

willingness to pay for such goods.
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Appendix

For Online Publication

Definition of Attributes:

Reduction in Water Restrictions: Large parts of New South Wales and Victoria, including

the urban centers Sydney and Melbourne have been experiencing persistent droughts over

the last 15 years. As a result, Australian regulators have implemented water restrictions

that limit the use of outdoor water. Depending on the level of the water restriction, citizens

are prohibited from watering their lawn, washing their cars etc. The status quo scenario

(attribute level 1) is that every level of water restriction is applicable in the local area.

Some water management initiatives can mean that the respondent household and all other

households in a local area will be exempt from some (attribute level 2) or all water restrictions

(attribute level 3) that are imposed in the future. This attribute was also described as an

attribute where the likelihood of improvement can occur with a certain degree of uncertainty

(40, 60, 80, 100% likelihood that the improvements will be achieved). Exemptions from water

restrictions are granted to properties in close proximity, thereby facilitating the exclusion of

outsiders. Therefore, this attribute has some features of a club good.

Reduction in Flash Flooding: In the surveyed areas the major flood risk stems from pluvial

or street level flooding as opposed to riverine flooding or coastal floods associated with storm

surges. Pluvial flooding can occur after heavy rainfall that is not absorbed into the ground

or the drainage systems due to excessive water. In urban areas, this type of street level

flooding is often the result of saturated green space or an overwhelmed drainage system.

Urban water management can affect the number of times street level floods (pluvial or

rainfall related floods) occurring in the local area. The status quo scenario (level 1) means

that the average number of flash floods over a five year period will remain the same. Smaller

water management projects (level 2) are able to reduce the number of flash floods by half,

while larger water management projects (level 3) are able to reduce the number of flash

floods to almost none.

Improvements in Stream Health: Urban water management can have a direct impact on

the health of local waterways. Healthy waterways are described to the survey participants

as streams that have a diverse stream community, natural channel form and function, few

nuisance species (midges, mosquitoes), and that have iconic species (platypus, frogs, native
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fish). The status quo scenario (level 1) was defined as a poor quality stream, with banks ac-

tively eroding, moderate to high populations of nuisance insects (mosquitoes), iconic species

largely absent and litter on banks. Medium improvements (level 2) from urban water man-

agement were defined as scenarios with high quality stream community, small amounts of

bank erosion, low-moderate populations of nuisance insects, some iconic species present and

no litter. High improvements (level 3) can lead to situations with a diverse stream commu-

nity, a natural channel form and function, low populations of nuisance insects, the presence

of iconic species, no litter. Improvements in this attribute are subject to some probability of

either 40, 60, 80, 100%. Arguably, compared to all other attributes in our study, improve-

ments in stream health have more characteristics of a (local) public good and a good that

has some non-use values.

Improvements in Recreational and Amenity Benefits: Urban water management can yield

many recreational and amenity benefits: it influences for what activities the local waterway

may be used (fit for swimming vs fit to paddle, vs not fit for contact), irrigation of local

school and sports grounds during dry summers, watering of mature trees in streets and

new trees planted. In the status quo scenario (level 1) the rivers are fit to paddle, sports

grounds and parks are relatively dry during extended periods without rain, and street line

vegetation (i.e. trees) is not watered. Medium level (level 2) recreational and amenity

benefits include greener sports grounds and parks during extended dry period and permits

watering of street line vegetation. High level benefits (level 3) would further make the local

river fit for swimming and increase the amount of street line vegetation. Depending on the

actual site (publicly accessible park vs. public sports ground with membership) this attribute

has features of a public or a club good.

Costs: Costs were presented in A$5 intervals and ranged between A$0 and A$30. The upper

bound of the attribute (A$30) was inferred from the costs of existing stormwater management

pilot projects in various partner communities. Given that the costs would be added to the

household’s annual water bill, this range was also approved by practitioners from local water

authorities. We used a computer program (NGene) to derive the final combination of choice

sets in 4 different blocks of 10 choice sets each.
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Figure A.1: Introduction Letter
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Figure A.2: Explanation Document

Explanation for Salient (without Risk) Group 

ACTIVITY 1 

 Local water management initiatives can carry a number of benefits for residents. These 
benefits are improvements in five key attributes, which will be explained now. Note that the 
improvement in two attributes, water restrictions and stream health, can be subject to 
uncertainty due to climatic conditions. We have therefore included pie-charts (circles) that 
illustrate the likelihood of a successful improvement in these attributes. The implementation 
success of the remaining three attributes can be considered as certain. 

[USE INSTRUCTIONS CHOICE SET 1 HERE AND EXPLAIN DIFFERENT ATTRIBUTE LEVELS] 

We want to understand how important these different benefits are to you. You will 
now be asked to make a series of 10 choices between the current situation (Status Quo) and 
alternative options, which involve improvements in some or all of the attributes explained 
above.  

 

Example: Here is an example of one choice set that you may see on the screen. 
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Figure A.2: Explanation Document (cont.)

 

 You can choose between the Status Quo option, Option A and Option B and you can 
only choose 1 option per choice set.  

 The Status Quo option will mean: 

  No change in the current situation of water management in your council 
area.  

 The costs to you are zero.  

 Option A offers two benefits compared with the Status Quo:  

 One: there is a 40% chance (as indicated by the blue area in the circle) your 
neighbourhood will be exempt from all future [Stage 1 and 2 [IF VIC], Level 1 

and 2 [IF NSW]] water restrictions that are imposed. But, a 60% chance (as 
indicated by the grey area in the circle) remains that all water restrictions will 
apply as they do currently.  

 Two: the number of flash floods occurring in your neighbourhood will be 
reduced by half.  

 Choosing Option A would increase your annual water bill by $5. So, if this 
choice set were selected for payment today, $5 would be taken off your total 
interview earnings.  

 Option B compared with the Status Quo this option 

 Carries no benefits in terms of improved water security or reduction in the 
frequency with which flash floods occur.  

 But, there is an 80% chance (as indicated by the blue area in the circle) that 
the condition of your local stream improves to medium health. A 20% chance 
(as indicated by the grey area in the circle) remains that there will be no 
improvement to local stream health compared with its current condition.  

 There are recreational and amenity benefits from keeping all local 
sportsgrounds and parks green and all local street trees watered during dry 
months.  

 Under Option B your local area would also be about 2 degrees Celsius cooler 
during the hot summer months. 
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Figure A.2: Explanation Document (cont.)

 Option B would add $30 to your annual water bill. If this choice set was 
randomly selected for payment today and you had chosen Option B, $30 
would be deducted from your interview earnings.  

 Which Option would you choose? The Status Quo, Option A or Option B? 

Your choices in this activity will help decision making on how water is managed 
within the community and Australia in general.  

PLEASE TAKE IN TO CONSIDERATION THAT THERE ARE NO CORRECT OR WRONG 
DECISIONS. THESE DECISION PROBLEMS ARE NOT DESIGNED TO TEST YOU.  

However, we are interested in your truthful answer about your value for these 
different benefits. Therefore, you should make your decisions knowing that one of the 10 
choice sets will be randomly drawn by you and your final payment from this survey will be 
your earnings so far minus the cost of the option you have selected. Your final pay-out will 
always be positive but can range between $0.60 and $53.10. The full amount of money 
subtracted from your earnings will be donated by CRC and Monash University towards 
[INSERT COUNCIL WATER PROJECT], which is a project in your local area. The total amount 
collected from all participants will be published in [INSERT LOCAL PUBLICATION AND ISSUE 
DATE].  

After you have completed all activities in this survey, the interviewer will ask you to 
randomly draw a number between 1 and 10. This number will indicate which choice set is 
selected for payment and the cost of your chosen option will be deducted from your 
interview earnings and be put towards [INSERT COUNCIL WATER PROJECT]. 

In this example, your final earnings would have been equal to the following: 

If you had chosen the Status Quo: 

 Your final earnings: = initial payment– $0. 

If you had chosen Option A: 

Your final earnings: = initial payment– $5. 

If you had chosen Option B: 

Your final earnings: = initial payment– $30. 

Do you have any questions? 
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Figure A.3: Holt and Laury Lottery - Example of a Decision Problem
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Figure A.4: Long Explanation Sheet

Benefit Explanation Levels

Status Quo - All stages apply 

> All stages of water restrictions apply in the same way 

as is currently the case to you and all other households in 

your local area.

Stages 3&4 apply

If Stage 1 or 2 water restrictions:

> all households in your local area will be excempt. 

> watering lawns, car washing and pool filling allowed 

anytime

If Stage 3 or 4 water restrictions: 

> all households in your local area need to comply as 

they do currently.

None apply

> No water restriction stage ever applies to your or any 

other household in your local area. 

> You could use water in the same way as if no 

restrictions were in place.

Status Quo: No change 

> There will be as many flash floods as there were on 

average in the last five years.

No

Change

Half as often 

> means that there will be half as many floods on average 

as in the last five years.

Half

as

often

Almost never 

> means that, in all likelihood, there will not be another 

flood in your local area.

Almost

never             

Status Quo:

> poor quality stream community, 

> banks actively eroding, 

> moderate to high populations of nuisance insects 

(mosquitoes), 

> iconic species absent  (platypus, frogs, native fish); 

> litter on banks

Medium:

> high quality stream community

> small amounts of bank erosion

> low-moderate populations of nuisance insects 

> some iconic species present 

> no litter 

High:

> diverse stream community, 

> natural channel form and function, 

> low populations of nuisance insects, 

> presence of iconic species, 

> no litter

Status Quo: 

> river fit to paddle, 

> sportgrounds and parks brown,          

> street trees not watered.

Medium, 

> river fit to paddle, 

> sportsgrounds and parks green, 

> trees watered.

High, river fit to swim, sportsgrounds and parks green, 

trees watered and new planted.

Cooler Summer 

Temperatures

> Temperatures above 36 degrees 

Celcius cause dramatic increases in 

heat related discomfort and health 

incidents. 

> Urban water management has the 

capacity to cool urban areas by an 

average of 2 degrees Celcius over 

the summer months. 

Satus Quo: no change

> there will be no cooling in your area during summer 

from trees or water bodies

 2degC cooler:

> your area will be on average 2 degrees cooler on hot 

summer days

No

Change          

2degC      

cooler

Cost 

These are the costs per household 

per year of providing the water 

management option. These costs 

would be added to your annual 

water bill

$0,$5,$10,$15, $20,$25, $30               $0, ...

Visual 

Representation

Liklihood Improvement 

Occurs

Reduction in 

Water Restrictions

> Currently, every stage of water 

restriction is applicable in this local 

area. 

> Some water management 

initiatives can mean that your and 

all other households in your local 

area will be excempt from some or 

all water restrictions that are 

imposed in the future.

This benefit is subject to 

uncertainty:

> blue area in the circle illustrates 

how likely the improvement is 

> grey area shows how likely the 

Status Quo (no improvement) is 

       All apply

   Stages 3&4 

         apply

    None apply

                          

                          

Reduction in 

Flash Flooding

Urban water management can 

affect the number of times street 

level floods (pluvial or rainfall 

related floods) occur in your local 

area.

No uncertainty

Improvements in 

Stream Health

Urban water management has direct 

impact on the health of your local 

waterway. 

A healty stream

> has diverse stream community

> natural channel form and 

function

> few nuisance species (midges, 

mosquitoes)

> has iconic species (platypus, 

frogs, native fish)

This benefit is subject to 

uncertainty:

> blue area in the circle illustrates 

how likely the improvement is 

> grey area shows how likely the 

Status Quo (no improvement) is 

No uncertainty

No uncertainty

Improvements in 

Recreational & 

Amenity Benefits

Urban water management can yield 

many recreational and amenity 

benefits:

> it influences for what activities 

the local waterway may be used (fit 

for swimming vs fit to paddle, vs 

not fit for contact) 

>  irrigation of local school and 

sportsgrounds during dry summers 

> watering of mature trees in streets 

and new trees planted

No uncertainty

  Stage 1 

  Stage 2 

  Stage 3 

  Stage 4 

  Stage 1 

  Stage 2 

  Stage 3 

  Stage 4 

  Stage 1 

  Stage 2 

  Stage 4 

  Stage 3 

Less likely 

Certain 

Less likely 

Certain 

Lowest 

Highest 

Lowest 

Highest 

Lowest 

Highest 

Lowest 

Highest 

Lowest 

Highest 
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Table A.1: Difference in Probability of Choosing Status Quo

Difference SE
Nature -0.12∗∗∗ 0.026
Restrictions -0.10∗∗∗ 0.028
Water Quality -0.13∗∗∗ 0.026
Flood Likely -0.13∗∗∗ 0.027
Summer Heat -0.15∗∗∗ 0.027

Notes: The rows represent subgroups of the population that affirmed preferences for certain environmental
attributes. The difference is calculated as the proportion for the subgroup that indicated the preferences in
the given row minus the subgroup without those preferences. Significance levels are from a two-sided equal
proportion test and are denoted by *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

Table A.2: Cost of Selected Alternatives by Endowment

Hypothetical NH Salient NS Difference p-value
Level I ($30) 13.76 647 13.17 67 0.59 0.6678
Level II ($39) 13.76 647 13.19 99 0.58 0.1443
Level III ($42) 13.76 647 13.29 84 0.47 0.5238
Level IV ($53) 13.76 647 12.88 84 0.88 0.2110

Notes: The columns show the average contribution for the salient group and the hypothetical group
as well as the difference in means and the p-value for a Mann-Whitney test. The rows designate
the different endowments for the salient group.
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Table A.3: Balance on Observables: Exclude High Income

MeanC NC MeanT NT Difference p-value
Low Income 0.27 546 0.28 273 -0.01 0.7400
Medium Income 0.73 543 0.72 272 0.01 0.7514
Age 55.24 546 54.04 271 1.20 0.3418
Female 0.46 546 0.50 273 -0.04 0.2767
Nature 0.37 546 0.34 273 0.03 0.4400
Restrictions 0.24 546 0.22 273 0.02 0.5183
Water Quality 0.37 508 0.38 260 -0.01 0.6939
Flood 0.31 531 0.31 265 0.01 0.8416
Summer Heat 0.50 543 0.58 273 -0.09 0.0189
Joint Significance 0.1144

Notes: The columns shows the means and samples sizes for relevant demographic and attitudinal variables
for both the salient group and the non-salient group, as well as the difference in means and the p-value for
a non-parametric Mann-Whitney test. All variables except age are indicator variables and the means are
sample proportions, and age is measured in years.
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Table A.4: Cost and Treatment Interactions

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Base Cost Cost*Income Attributes

Fixed Coefficients & Means

Fixed Coefficents

Status Quo -0.8935∗∗∗ -0.9056∗∗∗ -0.9986∗∗∗ -0.8943∗∗∗

(0.1160) (0.1168) (0.1176) (0.1166)

Low Income*Cost -0.0330∗∗∗

(0.0109)

High Income*Cost 0.0148

(0.0133)

Random Coefficients

Cost -0.0283∗∗∗ -0.0214∗∗∗ -0.0178∗∗∗ -0.0260∗∗∗

(0.0044) (0.0052) (0.0067) (0.0042)

Flood Protection (Both) -0.1573∗∗∗ -0.1498∗∗∗ -0.1658∗∗∗ -0.1376∗∗

(0.0546) (0.0545) (0.0553) (0.0652)

Restrictions 3,4 0.3034∗∗∗ 0.3087∗∗∗ 0.2987∗∗∗ 0.3022∗∗∗

(0.0620) (0.0611) (0.0620) (0.0743)

No Restrictions 0.2394∗∗∗ 0.2594∗∗∗ 0.2549∗∗∗ 0.2680∗∗∗

(0.0558) (0.0564) (0.0583) (0.0671)

Stream Medium 0.2400∗∗∗ 0.2362∗∗∗ 0.1986∗∗∗ 0.3134∗∗∗

(0.0703) (0.0718) (0.0692) (0.0817)

Stream High 0.2811∗∗∗ 0.2764∗∗∗ 0.2295∗∗∗ 0.3165∗∗∗

(0.0685) (0.0678) (0.0650) (0.0766)

Recreation (Both) 0.0137 0.0142 0.0192 0.0151

(0.0617) (0.0603) (0.0606) (0.0744)

Temp -2 0.0858∗∗ 0.0694∗ 0.1060∗∗ 0.0946∗

(0.0402) (0.0409) (0.0412) (0.0484)

Treatment Interactions (Fixed)

Cost*Treatment -0.0182∗∗

(0.0076)

Cost*Treatment*Low Income -0.0226

(0.0175)

Cost*Treatment*Med Income -0.0092

(0.0088)

Cost*Treatment*High Income 0.0182

(0.0145)

Flood (Both)*Treatment -0.0420

(0.1079)

Restrictions 3,4*Treatment -0.0039

(0.1165)

Restrictions None*Treatment -0.0796
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(0.1087)

Stream medium*Treatment -0.2317∗

(0.1204)

Stream High*Treatment -0.1227

(0.1161)

Recreation (Both)*Treatment 0.0395

(0.1129)

Temp -2*Treatment -0.0189

(0.0811)

Std. Dev.

Random Coefficients

Cost 0.0980∗∗∗ 0.0980∗∗∗ 0.0968∗∗∗ 0.0973∗∗∗

(0.0056) (0.0058) (0.0058) (0.0058)

Flood Protection (Both) -0.2695 0.2448∗ 0.2971∗∗ -0.3555∗∗

(0.1945) (0.1439) (0.1332) (0.1406)

Restrictions 3,4 0.7856∗∗∗ 0.7622∗∗∗ 0.6431∗∗∗ 0.7947∗∗∗

(0.0823) (0.0848) (0.0781) (0.0884)

No Restrictions -0.5625∗∗∗ -0.5770∗∗∗ 0.4806∗∗∗ -0.5662∗∗∗

(0.0880) (0.0850) (0.1032) (0.0850)

Stream Medium 0.5751∗∗∗ -0.5900∗∗∗ 0.4749∗∗∗ 0.5529∗∗∗

(0.1078) (0.1024) (0.0989) (0.0878)

Stream High -0.1873 -0.2474 -0.1873 0.3913∗∗∗

(0.3502) (0.1649) (0.2569) (0.1240)

Recreation (Both) 1.0642∗∗∗ 1.0624∗∗∗ 1.1164∗∗∗ 1.0580∗∗∗

(0.0675) (0.0616) (0.0676) (0.0677)

Temp -2 -0.5817∗∗∗ -0.5678∗∗∗ -0.4512∗∗∗ -0.5934∗∗∗

(0.0641) (0.0657) (0.0758) (0.0615)

BIC 17,633.62 17,639.31 16,503.22 17,685.85

AIC 17,511.43 17,509.94 16,346.64 17,513.35

Observations 9,774 9,774 9,110 9,774

Individuals 981 981 912 981

Notes: This is a mixed logit model with random coefficients. All random coefficients are normally dis-
tributed. The heading under Fixed Coefficients & Means and Std. Dev. represent estimates of the
fixed coefficients along with the means of the random coefficients and standard deviation respectively. Fixed
coefficients will only have an estimate of the mean. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Figure A.5: Hypothetical Bias N = 5

Notes: The graph presents the magnitude of hypothetical bias based on our empirical results and assumed
values in equation 14 of our theoretical model, assuming N=5. The height (z-axis) is the magnitude of
hypothetical bias in percentage terms and is also designated by a color scale. Th probability of project
completion (pp) ranges from 0 to 1, and the benefit-cost ratio for funding the pilot project (γβg/βc) ranges
from 0 to 1.
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Figure A.6: Hypothetical Bias N = 15

Notes: The graph presents the magnitude of hypothetical bias based on our empirical results and assumed
values in equation 14 of our theoretical model, assuming N=15. The height (z-axis) is the magnitude of
hypothetical bias in percentage terms and is also designated by a color scale. Th probability of project
completion (pp) ranges from 0 to 1, and the benefit-cost ratio for funding the pilot project (γβg/βc) ranges
from 0 to 1.
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